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Headlines for the Beheaded   
  
NATION’S APOCALYPOLITICAL SQUALL-LORE CONTINUES! 
Mushroom Clouds Still Horizon-Hang  
  
CORPSES MAKE PRETTY ROWS IN EYEWRACK 
Pubelick Men Spin Fascistnating Words to Keep Us Victimid and Stimutilating  
  
“ECOGNOMICS A BRAIN-BAFFLING PUZZLE-GOD” 
Charts and Percents Trace Divine’s Upthrusted Middle Finger as Direct Deposit Makes Money 
Sublime 
  
HEALTH INSURANCID CORRODES  
Ruined Flesh-Sites All Over 
  
All those problems dished out in tidy phrases. Wasn’t it all so neatly packaged? Fun-sized suffer-
spectacles, the kind thrown around by the media, you know, the daily scourge-gorge that gouges 
our eyes and ears until we do the brain-watusi. Sometimes, I’m driving my four-wheeled coffin, 
listening to NPR, sponging up two-minute dossiers on whole continents, thinking, “Wow, now I 
know how democracy has detrimentally affected the Russian natural gas industry...”  Then I go 
home and brain-wrestle with my dad because he heard a similar story, but on another station… 
 



Traneing Our Ears  
 
Lost night, 
John Coltrane’s Meditations 
moated round me 
&  
“The Father and Son and Holy Ghost”  
stampleaded  
my ears. 
 
The song erupted open 
into 
a muezzin’s call 
bullhorning  
throo  
a Cairo traffic jam 
 
& 
Trane strang- 
ling  
the notes 
escaping from his horn, 
each tearing to tell 
hole histories 
but peetering only a peep, 
a plethorrora  
of othering places 
vomited out,  
none a  
solid self-house. 
 
&  
Pharaoh Sanders  
screeching back 
at Murderer-Trane, 
a dentist drill shriller 



crowbarring open 
the clamped jaws  
of shat-turd worlds, 
a torture-victim screep 
insinerating & cindering 
shadows  
in  
sulfurious light.  
 
&  
Trane  
pleading w/ Sanders, 
“Keep it cool, 
chill out motherfucker!” 
& Sanders testidefying Trane, 
seizing w/ the 
 bleatingbleeding 
 blackbox 
antiamnesia machine 
 that’ll  
never  
stop  
speaking  
even if words 
are brain-torn 
by  
haunt-hued hate. 
 



Minguises 
 
     for Steve Mollmann, who gave me the title 
   
          Will those with ears,  
  listen to 
                Charles Mingus 
   bass-rumbler  
      band-dictator  
   or, in his own bitter-bitten words,  
  half-yellow shit-coloured nigger!  
 
    Ears, sonar  
 the Mingust,  
     feel his vamping thrum-thrust,  
 it ain’t crustcaked with rust,  
                  it struts  
              to be left alone  
   to coax the lowdown shiver moan,  
      to wring the notes of empty nights  
               when you room with shadows  
   that’ve forgotten light’s  
  radiant sensations, 
           the glimmer-glare of half-slurped drinks,  
  the skeleton-stare of those barely there,  
    & empty pockets  
   lined only with lint.  
 
Ears, funeralify  
      for the Minghost,  
 those songs still bring the brainbingbong,  
  “Fables of Faubus” has that 
 fabuloose swing,  
            that vaudeville vamp, 
 it’s a venom kiss smile song, 
       a napalm-bomb-wrapped-with-a-pretty-lil’-bow gift  



               to Nazi Not-seeing US of A.  
          The horns sillystrut round 
             the listenerrs with  
            mock-innocent smiles,  
         waiting to trip them up, 
             make them flap & fly  
               ‘til their faces sidwalk-grind  
            just like that Jim Crow Arkan-sawbladed  
                     police-protocol.  
 
          Ears, question   
  the Minguess,  
           the composer composting,  
                 the bass banging out the proclamation,  
 “Where will I go from here?  
  Anywhere but here!”  
  & the journey’s always a gas,  
   a funky squiggle-rain, 
              the band caravaning  
                            from note to note, 
                      waiting for the song  
                  to shape,  
                       the moments to melt 
                         ‘til they’re still 
with a  
                          motionful  
                       tranquiverity.   
 
      Ears, 
you “Better Get Hit in Yo Soul” 
     &  
  those without ears,  
      well, 
 they’ll learn the  
         burn of this 
     atmostfear.



World-Whittlers  
 
  for Paul Celan & Emily Dickinson 
 
Two poets  
whittled worlds  
into 
velvet bullets.  
 
One brain-blasting shot 
spills a bell-clang of light. 
 
Floating in the light’s current 
are leather-jacketed, 
alcoholic angels  
wreathed in syphlitic sores,  
the scars written by their love. 
 
They beg us to eat their eyes, 
to taste the horrors they’ve seen. 
 
 


